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 Business WordPress themes provide users a way to have a virtual, professional design 
for their company or organization. It provides them with the opportunity to showcase their 
business by displaying important contact information, feature the products or services they 
offer on the front page, and engage their customers with a blog and other social sharing 
features.  
 To start, the Tower theme provides a great chance for businesses and organization to 
represent their products and services with a clean-cut and appropriate aesthetic design quality. 
There is no limit to what can be achieved with Tower. Every conceivable tool will be available as 
will the offer to upgrade the page’s capabilities. In the online world, success is often measured 
by a high view count. To attract more people to a business or organization’s content, a multi-
lingual format should be considered. Foreign followers will certainly appreciate the 
consideration.  
 There are many interesting options for customization for Tower including Four Icon Font 
Packets and the Megamenu feature. Only committed fans will be willing to browse previous 
posts, and the best content might be buried under more current posts. Thankfully, Tower has 
sections that can shine a spotlight on the best work: multimedia slides. These slides have the 
ability to showcase multiple content formats, giving businesses and organizations confidence 
that no visitor will ever miss the most well-written articles. Tower has one-click demos, along 
with 30 incredible portfolio layouts. A live Tower demo is available online if a user wishes to 
sample Tower and preview the outstanding, professional features it offers.  
 The Corpus theme, a serious, professional, polished, dynamic, and technologically 
accomplished WordPress responsive multipurpose theme, is built with the core values of 
power, flexibility, and weightlessness. Corpus’ quintessence is a theme that is as modest as it is 
refined, as lovely as it is practical, and as flexible as it is effective. Corporate users will 
appreciate the finished, professional-designed layouts and schemes of Corpus that lend 
themselves both well to serious businesslike use as well as thorough, conscientious 
personalized branding of preexisting brand identities.  
 As an easy and intuitive theme, powered by WPBakery’s Visual Composer and the Redux 
framework (as well as dozens of powerful shortcodes that will save hours of developer 
manpower) Corpus includes a plethora of carefully crafted templates that are ready for 
corporate news blog deployment. Corpus is very mobile, touch friendly, and natively search 
engine optimized and has remarkably fast loading (which means it’s easy on your server loads 
and bills, in addition to making use of minimalistic HTML5 and CSS3 coding as well as cutting 
edge LESS coding). The incredible interaction of Corpus comes from Parallax effects, smooth 
animations, and interactive sliders and bars. Corpus is a theme that means business, attracts 
business, and seals the deal.  
 The next theme brings a creatively endowed and technologically capable and 
competent, very polished and professional, fresh-faced and bright, colorful and high 
customizable, clean and crisp, aesthetically minimal and easily adaptable, user friendly and very 



intuitive, wonderfully responsive WordPress multipurpose business website. This theme is 
Polygon. Polygon is astoundingly effective, remarkably thorough and an ambitious solution for 
business webmasters seeking to create handsome, functional and modern websites that are 
capable of handling small or large scale traffic loads with equally flawless disposition.  
 Complete with powerhouse tools, templates, widgets, shortcodes, and plugins, Polygon 
is utterly capable of enabling webmasters (with or without any previous coding experience) to 
nimbly and efficiently craft unique, distinct, and very personalized business websites with all 
kinds of effective, deep-running features and functions exclusively created for business 
environments (such as WoodCommerce integration out of the box, WooThemes Projects 
integration, the powerful Widget Logic plugin, Essential Grid layout plugin, Slider Revolution 
and Contact Form 6) Premium plugins are packaged into Polygon for convenience as is a 
smoothly visual style to match the Polygon website immediately. Within an hour of the 
uncomplicated, one-click installation and demo importation process of Polygon, products and 
services will be marketed right from a brand new and unique website for businesses and 
organizations alike.  
 The Harvard theme is a universal WordPress theme which is compatible with any 
number or types of businesses. Different websites can be created with this theme; everything 
from a creative agency, corporation, online store, blog, personal portfolio, CV card, to a landing 
page, Harvard offers a 35+ fully equipped template version which can be easily loaded by just 
one-click after WordPress and the Harvard theme are installed. Start with the demo content as 
it’s much easier to modify already created demo content than starting from scratch. Harvard 
comes with many premium plugins which are completely free of charge. It’s revolution slider, 
visual composer and master slider will be appreciated (and more likely than not, visual 
composer the most).  
 These tools are used to create and modify page content by a simple drag and drop 
function, allowing the page elements to be laid out in sections. The Harvard theme is full of 
other features that will be useful for a business website, such as, 100% responsivity, unlimited 
colors, 600+ Google fonts, 11 pre-designed headers, SEO optimization, translations ready, 
animations, custom CSS & JS, 1,800+ fonts, ajax login, customer google maps, etc. It is very easy 
to work with the Harvard theme and no professional skills or experience are required. Step-by-
step documentation is available and the author is available for contact on the support forum. 
The Harvard theme comes with lifetime updates which means that all improvements and bugs 
will be fixed at no cost. Check it out and experience the amazing business solution that is 
Harvard.  
 As a simple and beautiful concept WordPress theme that was built for anyone to create 
absolutely awesome websites, Mega was one of the new, best-seller WordPress themes of 
January 2016! Mega gives business and organizations the opportunity to be passionate and 
creative and supplies all the tools needed to build an awesome website. Users will be able to 
enjoy the difference as Mega is a sharp, modern, and clean WordPress theme. Mega has a 
beautiful deign, is easy to integrate, and friendly support is always available. The top benefits of 
using Mega are it’s beautiful and modern design, it’s functionality and customization capability, 
and the content focus for driving sales. Mega was designed by the best designers with the 
latest trends and technology. It is not just a theme, but it provides massive functions and tools 
to help businesses and organizations build their site quickly and better. Mega was built for 



search engine optimization and with a focus on providing content to visitors so as to drive more 
sales for the businesses and organizations it represents. Mega is elegant business WordPress 
theme built for many professional and sophisticated purposes. You can use this premium 
WordPress theme for any kind of website. 
 The Deploy theme was created for the specific use of businesses and organizations. 
Deploy is a highly customizable and extensive admin interface. It is a simple theme with no 
coding knowledge required. Deploy is responsive and retina ready. It has parallax sections and a 
full screen option for said parallax sections. Deploy is a clean, modern, and free business theme. 
It provides a responsive layout for well-laid out documentation for a business blog, marketing 
portfolio, and any and all other corporate or agency showcasing.  
 It is manufactured to be high resolution compatible and widget ready. It compatible 
with many browsers as well as many forms of software. The ThemeForest files that are included 
are PHP files, CSS files, and JS files and has 4+ columns available for use. Deploy comes with 
eight expertly crafted home pages and a variety of practical layouts and elements for all 
business needs. In a word, Deploy is nothing short of professional.  
 As a responsive, multipurpose WordPress theme, Megatron has over thirty demo 
homepages, over one hundred and fifty reusable elements, fifty header options, and much 
more! Megatron comes equipped with a lot of features for any and all of your business needs. 
From a Bootstrap 3 grid system to a VC page builder and from a revolution slider to photoshop 
files, Megatron is armed with features that businesses need to make showcasing their product 
and/or service a success!   
 Megatron is optimized for speed and has powerful theme options. It is automatically 
updated to stay current and trendy and has an unlimited assortment of colors to match a 
company or business’s brand and style. It is built with a megamenu and is WooCommerce 
integrated. Megatron is a business WordPress theme that is WPML multilingual ready and has 
over 1, 000 icons included. Megatron is fontawesome ready in addition to contact form 7 ready. 
It comes with a wide and boxed layout and free google fonts. Megatron provides all a business 
or company is looking for and much more besides!  
 The Total Business WordPress theme is a powerful multi-purpose WordPress theme for 
businesses. It is manufactured specifically for companies and services including but limited to: 
wood factories, plastic factories, steel factories, metal factories, furniture companies, creative 
agencies, web designers, graphic designers, photography services, and more! It is suitable for 
retail business websites such as wedding studios, wedding planner services, wedding 
photography services, restaurants, cafes, dessert shops, coffee shops, coffee cafes, and more!  
 The Total Business theme comes equipped with the most powerful admin panel and 
page builder, in addition to providing many necessary features. Master slider is also included in 
the Total Business theme. It allows a user to manager the slider’s elements easily using its drag 
and drop ability as well as using its timeline ability to control transition periods. It has nine high 
quality demos for any kind of business. It has a full responsive powerful page builder; it is retina 
ready; it has 7 header styles; it has a scalable container; it is WooCommerce compatible with 
the capability for a one click demo installation; it comes with unlimited color options and it 
WPML compatible along with floating navigation capability.  
 As a powerful and advanced, multi-concept WordPress theme, Mist is able to build 
whatever a business and/or company needs that looks effortlessly on-point in Corporate, 



Business, Education, Agency, Sports, Magazine, Wedding, Restaurant, Attorney, Spa, Medical, 
Portfolio, Blog, Shop, Architect, Charity, University, Fashion, Band, App Showcase, Studio, 
Insurance, Nonprofit organization, Saloon, Bakery, Freelancer or Resume websites. Everything 
is possible with Mist! With the features it provides, Mist is able to build something great! Its 
flexibility in addition to its loads of powerful and effective options and features, Mist is a fully 
responsive design! Its clean look was tested on all major handheld devices and offers unlimited 
possibilities. It will be easy to support every site’s development.  
 Mist is capable of one click demo import and comes with a visual composer and ultimate 
add-on’s, in addition to having a revolution slider and over two hundred and fifty stunning 
theme pages and over fifty amazing unique templates. Mist will help any business or company 
make beautiful responsive WordPress sites faster and easier than ever before!  
 As another responsive multi-purpose WordPress theme, CoPro is elegant and provides 
everything a business or company might need in just one place! With CoPro, a business is able 
to increase their sales with a clean and beautiful theme by offering the right, effective tools so 
that a company can build the best website it can imagine! CoPro comes packed with everything 
to launch a site with days – even hours! WooCommerce compatible and equipped with visual 
composer and master slider, CoPro is armed with fourteen high quality demos with one-click 
installation capability. They are easy to import and highly customizable, making life that much 
easier.  
 Built for SEO optimization so that any and all content is fully indexable, CoPro is built 
with the business’s and company’s best interests in mind. During the design process, CoPro 
allows a user to choose which layout works best for their business needs and where to position 
the sidebar – if they even want to have one at all – at just the click of a button. With over three 
hundred pre-defined subpages, eighteen hundred font icons, unlimited headers, and unlimited 
sidebars, CoPro is responsive and retina ready, SEO friendly, contains detailed documentation 
and advanced theme fonts. It allows for simple installation with a translation ready site at one’s 
fingertips.  
  
 
 
 


